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Orange County students will lead the nation 
in college and career readiness and success.
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1Message from the County Superintendent

Our world is changing. A 3-year-old with an iPad now has more computing power at her ngertips than the 
planet’s most learned scholar had just a generation ago. For educational institutions responsible for 
preparing students to thrive in the 21st century, six trends are of particular relevance:

•  The technological revolution reshaping and accelerating all aspects of society
•  Global environmental issues demanding a reconsideration of our stewardship of the natural world
•  Global economic competition and cooperation 
••  The educational ascendency of other nations, illustrated by the fact that American students no longer 
lead the world in educational attainment
•  The exponential increase in diversity across the United States, especially in California
•  The growing awareness that education must involve the whole child by addressing each student’s 
intellectual, social and emotional needs, and that inclusive education welcomes and supports all, 
whatever their gifts and challenges

AAs educators, we are preparing our students to live in a world that is more complex and more connected 
than ever. A robust conversation is taking place around the following question: What competencies will a 
student need in order to succeed and thrive in the 21st century?

The Partnership for 21st Century Skills, a collaborative bringing together leaders from industry and 
education, surveyed employers nationwide and discovered that, in addition to a solid grasp of reading, 
writing and arithmetic, and in addition to technological skills and specic career skills, all students would 
require mastery of four competencies (identied as the four Cs):

••  Critical thinking and problem-solving
•  Creativity and innovation
•  Communication 
•  Collaboration

Many thoughtful educators have come to recognize the importance of adding a fth C:

•  Character

TThese ve Cs have been important to human thriving for generations. To thrive is to grow, to ourish, to 
reach one’s goals, to become all that one desires to be, and to be emotionally and physically healthy. 
Students who learn to think critically, act creatively, communicate effectively, collaborate generously and act 
with character and integrity become contributing community members, citizens and leaders. In the 21st 
century, students must learn these competencies in new contexts and apply them through new 
technologies, and they must cultivate relationships with diverse people in their communities and around 
the globthe globe. The world is changing, and so is education. Here are a few signicant educational trends:



•  An explosion in digital learning, giving students access to the extraordinary resources (and signicant 
challenges) of the digital world. At the same time, educators recognize a corresponding need for 
deeper personal learning experiences in nature, in the arts and in relationships.

••  A growing emphasis on the need to prepare students for STEM (science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics) careers. STEM elds are the drivers of the new global economy, and American students 
tend to lag behind their international peers in these elds. Some advocate for adding the arts to the 
mix and refer to these as the “STEAM” careers.  Integrating STEM with the humanities is vital to assure 
that students develop a rich understanding of the world and are prepared to be citizens as well as 
employees.

••  A sweeping new federal education policy known as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). Signed into 
law by President Obama in December 2015, ESSA replaces the No Child Left Behind Act and shifts much 
of educational accountability back to the states.

••  A renewed emphasis on college and career readiness. In previous generations, students with a high 
school diploma (or less) might still nd gainful employment in farming, manufacturing, retail or the 
trades and earn a middle class income. With globalization, many of the lower-skill jobs previously 
available to Americans have been exported to other nations. Most new jobs that pay a living wage 
require at least some post-secondary education. Many require a college degree. Career pathway 
programs in high school and college are vital.  More critical than ever is a comprehensive 
pre-K-through-grade-12 education that assures students are ready to succeed, without remediation, in 
higher educhigher education, and to thrive in the 21st-century workplace.

•  Recognizing the need for change in education to keep pace with changes in technology, employment 
requirements and the demands of a global economy, the state of California has implemented a series of 
initiatives that are reshaping California education, including new academic standards, the Local Control 
Funding Formula (LCFF) and the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP).

These social, economic, technological and educational changes constitute the external situation in which 
the Orange County Department of Education (OCDE) is implementing its strategies for 2016-2019.

This Strategic Plan describes OCDE’s mission, values, vision, situation, strategic priorities, goals and the key 
performance indicators we will use to track the progress of Orange County education and OCDE 
effectiveness over the next three years, building on the strategic planning process we started three years 
ago.

I look forward to our continuing work together to ensure that Orange County students lead the nation in 
college and career readiness and success. 

Al Mijares, Ph.D.
CCounty Superintendent of Schools



2Mission and Values
Mission
To ensure that all students are equipped with the competencies they need to thrive in the 21st century.

Values
OCDE is dedicOCDE is dedicated to the fundamental human values of respect, responsibility, integrity and professional 
ethics. Our priority is service to students, schools, districts, families and community members. We provide a 
safe, caring, courteous and professional environment that fosters collaborative work and individual 
development for our employees. We hold ourselves and one another accountable for the highest level of 
performance, efficiency, resource management and professionalism.



3Vision
Orange County students will lead the nation in college and career readiness and success.

AAs a public education organization supporting 27 school districts serving more than 500,000 students in 
more than 600 schools, OCDE offers support and services to districts, schools, teachers, families and students 
to achieve this shared vision. We recognize that OCDE plays a supportive role in the fulllment of the vision, 
but that its fulllment is ultimately dependent on the engagement of all. We also recognize that college and 
career readiness and success requires the contributions of educators at all levels of student development, 
from early childhood through higher education, and that it requires not only academic mastery, but also 
emotional and social deemotional and social development in safe and supportive schools and communities. College and career 
readiness and success is dened by individual student interests, capacities and choices, but all students need 
support to acquire competencies that will allow them to succeed in learning experiences beyond their 
pre-K-through-grade-12 education.

To lead the nation in college and career readiness and success is a high ambition, but within the reach of 
Orange County students. Orange County’s current high school completion rate is 90 percent, well above the 
statewide completion rate of 82.3 percent. Nationally, the states with the highest graduation rates are Iowa 
and Nebraska, at 90 percent. Insofar as high school completion is a key component of college and career 
readiness, Orange County is poised for national leadership.

SStill, much work is required if Orange County is to lead the nation. For example, Orange County ranks fth 
among California counties on students taking Advanced Placement exams (up from seventh place two years 
earlier). This is an important gauge of student participation in courses of rigor that prepare them for college 
readiness and success. Orange County’s participation rate is 44 percent (up from 37 percent two years ago), 
compared to 52 percent for Santa Clara County, which leads the state, and 34 percent for California as a 
whole.



4Situation Analysis
What are OCDE’s distinctive strengths that give it a unique role in Orange County (and California) education? 
What could OCDE do to improve its services? What are the emerging opportunities OCDE should seize? What 
threats must be recognized and counteracted?

Strengths
•  OCDE plays the role of leader, connector and innovator, both in Orange County and throughout the 
state, with a strong reputation for being at the forefront, interpreting changes and lending its inuence 
to advocacy on behalf of districts and schools.
••  OCDE has built strong relationships with school districts, county government, state officials and 
community partners. Districts and schools trust OCDE as a partner in building student success and 
nancial stability.

•  OCDE individualizes student learning with a variety of strategies, directly serving specialized student 
populations in alternative education (the ACCESS program) and special education, and providing 
professional development that equips educators to customize student learning for all student groups.
••  OCDE offers expertise across a variety of functions and is able to share information and expertise 
among the divisions of OCDE in a way that assures comprehensive support for districts, schools and 
partners. For example, OCDE provides strong support in legal services and business services.

Areas for Improvement 
•  OCDE can strengthen its technology leadership role in education across the county. OCDE already plays 
a leadership role. New digital resources to support teaching and learning offer new opportunities to 
further serve districts and schools seeking to implement changes. 
••  OCDE can tell its story, and the story of Orange County learning, more effectively by strengthening its 
communication functions, publicizing educational successes, articulating its services, better 
coordinating its relationships with community partners and the media, and championing a powerful 
shared learning vision for Orange County.
••  OCDE can improve its internal, cross-divisional communication and collaboration. This will include 
providing stronger leadership development for managers and supervisors who play a key role in 
communicating across the organization and engaging all personnel in a shared learning vision to which 
all contribute.
•  OCDE can strengthen its professional development for teachers, including those in alternative and 
special education, facilitating the implementation of California’s academic standards, and providing 
greater expertise in integrating technology to strengthen instructional delivery.
••  OCDE can better use its own technology for internal professional development, reducing inefficiencies 
and redundancies, and connecting student data systems to business systems.



Challenges 
•  The Local Control Funding Formula presents a number of challenges, including some logistical 
challenges for districts to refer alternative and special education students to OCDE programs.

•  Some have lost condence in public education and need evidence that California schools can once 
again be national and international leaders in educational quality.

••  Technology issues (cost, privacy, security and information overload) pose a challenge to the potential 
benets of digital strategies in education.

•  Budget uncertainties and nance reform create continuing challenges for public education, especially 
after the Great Recession and the budget cuts that followed, which have been only partially reversed 
with recent economic improvements.

Opportunities 
••  OCDE has the opportunity to lead professional development and implementation efforts in Orange 
County and in California.

•  OCDE has the ability to provide districts with support as they develop and implement their Local 
Control and Accountability Plans in order to ensure high quality learning opportunities for all Orange 
County students.

•  OCDE can lead in technology integration and the use of digital resources in education.
••  OCDE is well-positioned to facilitate and champion educational partnerships with businesses, 
community organizations and higher education.

•  OCDE can advocate for a shared learning vision focused on Orange County leading the nation in college 
and career readiness and success.

•  OCDE can enhance services for special student populations, especially those served by the 
department’s alternative and special education programs.



5Strategic Priorities, Goals and Key Performance Indicators

In order to fulll our learning vision over the next three years, OCDE has identied eight strategic priorities. 
Our exploration of internal and external situations led us to discover trends, competencies, needs and 
opportunities that together suggested a set of strategic priorities. Surveys of stakeholders and employees 
enabled us to rene our sense of these priorities, which apply both to the specic work of OCDE programs 
and to the support that OCDE offers to all Orange County districts and schools. These priorities are not 
hierarchical, but are complementary. For each strategic priority, OCDE has articulated a goal and selected 
one or moone or more Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) by which we can measure the progress of OCDE’s services, as 
well as the students of Orange County. These goals and KPIs are in large part derived from the priorities and 
measures specied in the Local Control and Accountability Plan system adopted by the state of California, 
and they provide a common set of metrics for Orange County education. We recognize that the fulllment of 
these goals, and progress on the measures associated with each, is not exclusively a function of the work of 
OCDE, but will rather be a product of the combined efforts of all Orange County districts, schools, educators, 
families and community partners.



Strategic Priority 1
College and Career Readiness and Success
GiGiven the resources within this community, Orange County students should be equipped to lead the nation 
in college and career readiness and success. OCDE will prioritize professional development for teachers and 
administrators who facilitate student readiness and success. We will prioritize programs that prepare students 
for STEM careers and expand partnerships with businesses, community organizations and higher education 
to enhance participation in high-quality career pathway programs. We will also strengthen our support for 
learning in the humanities to assure that students are equipped to thrive in college, career and life.

GGoal 1 – OCDE will offer support, programs, partnerships and professional development to facilitate annual 
gains in college and career readiness for Orange County (OC) students.

Key Performance Indicators:

•  Proportion of OC students participating in courses of rigor
•  Proportion of OC students scoring 3 and higher on Advanced Placement exams
•  Proportion of OC students meeting A-G requirements
•  Proportion of OC students completing high school with their cohorts
••  Proportion of OC students earning college degrees
•  Proportion of OC students selecting STEM majors
•  Proportion of OC students scoring “Ready” on the Early Assessment Program (EAP)
•  Number of OC students completing career pathway programs
•  Number of OC students completing early credit opportunities (dual enrollment, concurrent enrollment 
and articulated courses)

Strategic Priority 2
21st-21st-Century Competencies and Academic Standards
PParents, educators and employers recognize that children and youth need to develop prociency in critical 
thinking and problem-solving, creativity and innovation, communication, collaboration and character in 
order to thrive in the complex world in which they are coming of age. OCDE will prioritize support to assure 
the effective implementation of California’s instructional standards to help all students in Orange County 
acquire 21st-century competencies, which are embedded in the habits of mind and foundational concepts of 
the standards. Students best acquire competencies and academic prociencies when they learn in 
environments that promote safety, health and community.

GGoal 2 – OCDE will offer support, programs, partnerships and professional development to facilitate annual 
gains on measures of 21st-century competencies and mastery of academic standards.

Key Performance Indicators:

•  California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) test results
•  Results from California’s new academic accountability system based on multiple measures
•  Proportion of OC English learners who become English procient
••  Number of OC students participating in an OCDE academic enrichment program (e.g., Academic 
Decathlon, Gift of History, Inside the Outdoors)
•  Proportion of OC students participating in visual and performing arts programs



Strategic Priority 3
Local Control and Accountability Plans
The Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) and Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) process have 
created a new environment for educational decision-making in California. OCDE will provide support for 
districts and educators as they establish instructional goals and plans and align their resources with those 
goals.

GGoal 3 – OCDE will offer support to Orange County school districts to facilitate approval of their LCAP plans.

Key Performance Indicators:

•  Proportion of OC districts obtaining approval of LCAP plans without intervention
•  District satisfaction with LCAP support from OCDE

Strategic Priority 4
Technology in Support of Teaching and Learning
TThe digital revolution has arrived in education. OCDE will prioritize efforts to support the effective use of 
technology in teaching and learning, as well as support services.

Goal 4 – OCDE will offer professional development and support to increase the number of OC teachers 
effectively integrating technology to enhance teaching and learning.

Key Performance Indicators

•  Number of OC teachers receiving training to effectively utilize technology to support teaching and 
learning in their classrooms



Strategic Priority 5
Communication and Collaboration
Many changes are underway throughout the county, inside and outside of formal education systems. The 
pace of change often strains communication and collaboration. OCDE will prioritize efforts to strengthen 
communication and collaboration within OCDE and throughout Orange County in order to tell the story of 
educational achievement and champion a shared learning vision for Orange County.

GGoal 5 – OCDE and partners will communicate a shared learning vision for Orange County.

Key Performance Indicators:

•  Survey results showing increased awareness of — and support for — OC education
•  Increasing number of business and community partners actively engaged with OC schools and 
students
•  Readership metrics for the OCDE Newsroom and other OCDE websites
•  Engagement rates associated with OCDE’s social media accounts

SStrategic Priority 6
Special Populations
OCDE plays an important role in assuring that students in special populations (special education, alternative 
education, English learners, students from families with limited economic resources and foster youth) 
experience robust learning opportunities. OCDE will prioritize efforts to expand learning opportunities for 
students needing special support, especially those directly served by OCDE’s alternative and special 
education programs.

GGoal 6 - OCDE and partners will offer enhanced learning opportunities for special student populations.

Key Performance Indicators:

•  Proportion of OCDE Alternative Education students who earn a high school diploma (or equivalent) 
either in an OCDE program or in their home district
•  Proportion of OCDE Special Education students who upon completion of their school program 
participate in a post-secondary program (college, career training, supported work or access to the 
community to continue adaptive living skills training)
••  Quality and range of supports for OC students in special education



Strategic Priority 7 
Business Services, Legal Services, Legislative Advocacy 
and Other Key Services
OCDE provides support to districts by offering expertise across a broad range of important organizational 
issues. OCDE will prioritize efforts to offer effective support to districts in business services, legal services, 
legislative advocacy and other key areas of organizational need.

GGoal 7 - OCDE will offer enhanced support for business and legal services, legislative advocacy and other key 
services.

Key Performance Indicators:

•  Stakeholder satisfaction surveys

Strategic Priority 8
The Whole Child
RRapid change, economic uncertainty and technological overload can be unsettling and stressful. Students 
face daunting challenges of many kinds. Orange County educators can assure that learning environments 
are safe, healthy, supportive and foster a strong sense of community from early childhood education 
through high school. OCDE will prioritize support for the whole child that assures personal ourishing and 
the development of good citizens who can make a strong contribution to their communities.

Goal 8 - OCDE will offer programs, partnerships and professional development that will facilitate annual 
gains in measures of school climate and safety, and student health and civic engagement.

Key Key Performance Indicators:

•  School attendance rates
•  School climate and safety survey results
•  Parental engagement levels
•  Proportion of OC students enrolled in a high-quality early care and education program (as measured 
and dened by the Quality Rating Improvement System)



6Commitments
In order to assure the achievement of these goals, OCDE embraces three key commitments:

•  Growth mindset: OCDE will strengthen communication, collaboration and professional development for 
all employees to assure continuous improvement for all divisions and units and to support full 
implementation of the OCDE Strategic Plan.

•  Fiscal responsibility: OCDE will exercise prudence and undertake planning that assures that resources 
are allocated wisely to support learning along with the goals described in the Strategic Plan.

••  Data-informed decision-making: OCDE will measure the results of its work and regularly review progress 
and adjust plans accordingly.



7Implementation Plan
What steps are we taking to implement our strategic plan?

•  Each OCDE division has developed a divisional plan aligned with the vision, strategic priorities and 
goals in the overarching OCDE plan. Divisions have selected measures by which their goals will be 
tracked. For each OCDE goal and each divisional goal, action plans developed by the responsible 
parties are guiding implementation, indicating the steps to be taken, the responsible parties, the costs 
and the expected start and completion dates. 

••  A number of the goals require cross-divisional collaboration. As necessary, the county superintendent 
forms task groups to work on cross-divisional plans tied to individual goals, such as those currently 
formed for LCAP implementation.

•  Cabinet will provide additional engagement opportunities for managers/supervisors and staff to 
discuss and deeply understand the vision and goals embedded in the strategic plan, along with 
professional development that will empower leadership and staff to implement the plans. 

••  OCDE will conduct an annual review and revision of the Strategic Plan. Divisions will also review their 
plans annually and make revisions based on the data collected and analyzed.



Conclusion8Conclusion
This Strategic Plan describes OCDE’s mission, values, vision, situation, strategic priorities, goals and the key 
performance indicators we will use to track the progress of Orange County education and OCDE 
effectiveness over the next three years.

We look forward to our continuing work together to ensure that Orange County students lead the nation in 
college and career readiness and success.




